Office of The United States Guano Company.
No. 29 South Street.
New-York, 29th Jan'y 1860

My dear Sir,

Perhaps you may find time to glance over the enclosed letter containing a copy of a letter I received the other day from the Guano Company, which I thought you would be interested in. In the course of your business, you may obtain a copy of it in its entirety, and I have enclosed a copy of the letter which I hope you will read.

I am, Sir, yours faithfully,

[Signature]

Hon. Stephen A. Douglas
Washington D.C.
NEW YORK, FRIDAY, JAN. 30, 1869.

The Dijon Admiral—Just as the public were relieved from their apprehensions of a sudden termination of the campaign, of our own suggestion by Mr. and Mrs. Lee, there came a fresh issue of affairs in the shape of an intercepted message. This mysterious visitor, however, only startled the presses by a flourish of its tail, and left us again in uncertainty. But we are to have it, no matter now long corners of silence and a new period of wait to the field. An inscrutable terrier has discovered that the entire race is bound to a你 of observation, and proven it to his own satisfaction, in a document which he denies unassailable. He contends that the facility of the northeasterly, having merely suppressed by the present system of north-easters. The country puts the wealth of the agricultural productions into the large towns, and then sends it into the news, instead of returning theorr quantities of the Nile, the Mediteraean, or the Adriatic, may delay the communications, but cannot overt the final issue. Menaced must ultimately survive, or the earth will at last cease to produce the necessary food, and the whole question is merely an affable of Gods!

There is one element in the calculation, which our terrier has foreseen, and we have to supply the commoner between any one of these. In a course of events. We accept the problem's fiscal theory in so far as it goes, but with the rest of this further we carry it a little further. Thus, the soil exhausts itself and enters the lane in produce that flows for consumption into the cities. The cities live exclusively on this bounty, and we are in the city, but the eating the substance from them, through the streets into the sea. The sea is the source facing our riches, our wealth, our health, our minds, the city is the sea. The field still over the basin, the right of the threatening repulsion, and the right of their city, the Lake City, carrying the frying within the pence of the sea, and giving it the most important form, is to serve the neutrality of the whole. Our commercial intercourse is now mainly engaged in returning the foreign commerce to its original ocean; the field here the sea, and will take many generations to come within holding distances of the wilderness.

Now we find that grain is the military link in the chain of events and when, in bringing it through our wasted fields, we are not making others, but simply replacing again that which was once our own. Who will not breathe a sigh after this dreary season!
You & Mr. Douglass

St. Paul, Jan 29, 1860

Dear Sir,

It may not be amiss for me to drop this note to let you know that George S. Becker one of our delegates to Charleston left day before yesterday for Washington where he expects to remain until the Convention. It is known to you that he is a wise man, although he professes here to be for you decided. He made a speech in our private caucus the night before our conventions in which he avows himself for you as his first choice, once over again in the presence of the whole Caucus of 90 delegates, which Thaddeus heard also. I may be wrong but I have no confidence in his sincerity. It is certain that he is to be appointed Post Master at this place soon, this may not be true, I also learn that Col. Edgerton is going on to Washington before he goes to Charleston. It may or may not serve you a good purpose to know these on it, but it cannot hurt for you to know them.

Truly yours,

W. A. Gorman
Allegan, Allegan Co. Mich.
April 29th, 1860.

Sir:

Will Capt. E. Stuart agree for you, from first to last, at Chillicothe? Can you trust him? This question I want to know without the least delay and from yourself. No man under this Who will stands firm, and This cannot be traded off. We are bound to nominate and to elect you.

You may say, "Who do I write to you? I will answer, I was first introduced to you at Washington, February 3rd, after wards at Chicago. Mr. Lincoln, your old friend "Mr. 1860." I was the superintendent of Lighthos. Co. At Ws. and hands. That you never not be a prize to write to me. I publish nothing or history of the Federal, but see him, who I think, is likely to go on as you are.

Yours respectfully

Moses Harmon

Ano. Ethel H. Tainter
Washington D.C.
Moses Hawkes
Allegan
Mich.
June 20, 1860

Write as to
Nov: A.J. Stuart


Lemantown, Ohio
Jan. 29th, 1860

Sir,
Be kind enough to send me (if published) a copy of your late speech in the U.S. Senate.

Yours,

A. J. Hodder
Lemantown
Ohio
A. J. Hodder.
Germantown, Ohio
Jan'y 29, 1860
Speech
The B C P S of H. O. 1860

The B C P S of H. O. 1860

The B C P S of H. O. 1860

The B C P S of H. O. 1860

The B C P S of H. O. 1860
of course, over the following: Carry me back to Washington to let me see the King (J.P.) who is sick. We are in the Cincinnati Platform. I have just heard from them since last you or your friends sent them. How does he look since the (was sent to Sandow's Indiana? Is it the strike let me assume you, that all is right and no mistake. I think you will not complain of your friends in the 16th Congressional District of Indiana, they have done all in their power, on a test ride, our District was 19 for Douglas and 17 against Leet. I am writing for you. The delegation and the District are all steadfast. Many people of this administration signed and signed Mr. McDougal's platform for you. I thank you. The people will not forget this. They continued until they go to Charleston. But in each for Hardin's end, he is solemnly pledged to go for you as long as time. With love for your successes at Charleston, Our children is all right for you, your name is free. I am sure he is first. Maybe, I hope you will send us a letter. I shall try my utmost to be in the coming canvass. This let me remember you. That you are much indebted to my friend. John Walker and George.
possibly a movement to send me about 10 copies of Reverend Johnston's Book for distribution in this County, they would have a good effect – the one you sent to me has been read by dozens of men, I also want you to send something, Mr. W. G. Cushing, Esq., South Whitley, Ind., Whitley County, Indiana. He needs some little attention. Send him something.

I am levitating.

Dr. Charles Redmond and Rev. Austin (at this place), Columbus City, Indiana. The latter is a leading Republican, but has quite strong Douglas proclivities. I understand him – you send them something and all will be right – we are jealous out here, we don't sleep – not a bit in politics. Trust. I hope to hear from you. I add nothing more at present.

I am for your cause.

Isaac B. M. McDonald

Editor Columbus City Times

Hon. S. A. Douglas.
Williams College
Williams town Mass
Jan 29th 1860
Hon. Salmon N. Douglas

Sir,

Will you be so kind as to send me your autograph and also your speech made on Monday Jan 28th?

Your truly

J. D. [signature]

[Simmons]
Chicago Jan. 29, 1860

Hon. A. Douglas, New York,

My many friends,

I write to know that your health is much improved, in part very well, and that your prayers and reliance on Heaven that it will continue to gain its usual strength to enable you to bear against the enemy, always a great work to be done this year. The Bill known as the Republican effort for a war, Conflict, yet on both sides are perfectly satisfied that Abolitionism together with all other Republicans will keep away from the land, a right in Glorious vis., yes, all O.K. I am not a prophet. Any Hamlet ready in the Black, has sent their voice to represent them in their favor. So, as Charleston; I was talking to Lord Clay yesterday. In reply, will point to the remark, you have made, the election. Was certain not to be soft on your own election. And Bob Blackwell, your friend here are gaining daily and confident of success, Barnby. He was appointed Marshall, it is not known whether he will accept it or not. No doubt he will, if it is from his high position, and that it, being right, would not, nor have this week. Since will be received to come $30,000.
My much for meeting with the Herald to support the Union Cause in this. And publish this column announcing the Union party and your [illegible]. Some days back must get out P.O. Horace say me, time will show no doubt, I hope it don. Am in Silver Point office.

My Herald is now disposed to union and can be an article on that day of the Civil War. They will not be able to bear out $15,000. Carrying every vote. As such since, I think it best to resist them rather, and every daring step in his has to come. Will be. What can be better than you? It seems a just punishment from Heaven for persecuting our very best friends. In the meantime, the State store. The Old Point gone in. Hargill the Van. Names. One and all you know is powerful that he can carry on. Can prevent your destination. Keep on Good heart, and an eye on the Enemy. The Southern home. When you are in Kentucky, you are among them. As they are not the Union. What Am. Dear, are giving you. Let me know.

Nothing now in Arkansas matters here. As man in army of approaching women. I am sick. For old man, to have, especially in Spring & Indian. The wife, the in-children. You have done, how convenient. The son of all. Be in person. In this US & General Orders. In the G.O. More & Childers. Early. Good care of your health. As we upon our own.

Conversation. You have times I have heard.
In Rep: a man is cannot have you off
as in day of leap above. They would but
have not in talent. Should Cook be removed
and a Douglas man take his place as an
iron in the bear & sheriff, I hope it would a good
effect, I have an harmonying sending this
Then I would know that would Not be the
long, Knight (David) had more Appli
- action for me. I guess you best do less. Yet
should we not accept in might stand
A chance in is here Davis be in low
Strother is from your Collector it is near
as you know. It's strange to see their
Proceeding to get an Election for Judge,
Cook had a day Expence, Hapy for lessing
to delegates - the poor foremen pretty 
head of A in the and unknown
in our People, About 100 or a few men
at their State Convention, Keenan gave
400 Delegates but you know about
Not going, Exces on liberty I swear
I cannot help devoting a moment to say
to you, that you are absent from us, yet
Even present in our hearts. I uiomed one
of my three boys, said he saw George Comigra in
my parlour. It is only 3 yr. yet how he works
Whose but it was I know not. Again I say God help
You to our American People Con yr other
J.R. Taylor